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Abstract
COVID-19 was identified in Wuhan, China, in December of 2019. Afterwards, it spreads all over the World and
causes many difficulties in health management in many countries. Many risk analysis methods have been applied
to control and minimize contamination risks.This study aims to understand the COVID-19 management process
in health care facilities using the Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) to facilitate the safety analysis,
taking account of the system response to different operating conditions and various risks.The hospital process of
COVID-19 patient is examined in three public and one private hospital in Istanbul/Turkey. The information is
taken with teleconference meetings over 34 hours with 16 doctors and 12 nurses during a month. The model is
applied by "FRAM Model Visualizer" to determine potential couplings between the functions and their potential
impact on the hospital process. Fourteen functions are identified to analyze the hospital process of a patient, and
multiple scenarios are developed with consideration for the progress conditions of the system. It has been
concluded that FRAM does not remain at the conceptual level with application studies, but it is very suitable for
many complex systems such as case analyzes such as pandemic and disaster scenarios.
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1. Introduction
Coronavirus outbreak is an ongoing pandemic and over 12,1 million people across the two hundred countries
have been infected according to the last updates of the World Health Organization (WHO, 2020a).
Approximately 552 thousand confirmed deaths among the case are reported by WHO. Humanity has faced a
severe pandemic through the history that spreads rapidly all over the earth. If a defined brand new virüs is able to
spread from person to person while infecting the contacts quickly with a sustained and efficient way, then it is
called a pandemic (WHO, 2020). The novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) fulfils all those definitions strongly. At
the end of the year 2019, Wuhan city of Chine cradled the first case of the novel coronavirus. Now from Europe
to America, its deadly effects threaten the whole world. The WHO named the 2019-nCoV epidemic disease on
February 11, 2020, as coronavirus disease (Covid-19). 2019-nCoV is a new member of the Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus family (SARS-CoV) and labelled as SARS-CoV-2 (WHO, 2020b).
The first diagnosis of COVID-19 was made on March 10, 2020, in Turkey (Official statement of Republic
of Turkey Ministry of Health). As of 8 July 2020, more than 208,000 cases of COVID-19 have been reported
and resulting in more than 5,200 deaths (Republic of Turkey Ministry of Health, 2020).
Epidemic diseases have many effects on the economy, psycho-social risk factors, business world and
education system. Outbreaks have many significant effects on the economy, such as health care expenses,
unemployment, production decrease uncertainty (Smith et al. 2019). Emergencies, like natural disasters,
industrial incidents, infectious diseases and terrorist attacks, etc., often cause losses of life or injury, property
damages, social and economic disruptions or environmental degradations. When an emergency occurs, the
relevant management personnel or decision-makers (DMs) need to decide what actions to take instantly to
mitigate or minimize the adverse effects. Usually, the decision-making problems in emergency response are
complicated due to the limited decision data and possible evolvement of emergency scenarios. Therefore, how to
select an effective response action in the earlier stage of emergency is an important research topic in emergency
management (Liu et al. 2014).
Several mathematical models and risk analysis methods have been developed and applied for many
emergencies. The Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) is one of risk analysis methods and is based
on a complex non-linear model, assuming that accidents are the result of unexpected combinations (resonance)
of normal variability, couplings between functions that resonate, but that are also not random, although it cannot
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be attributed to a simple combination linear of linked causes (Hollnagel, 2012). The FRAM tries to find causes
of unfavourable events because it takes for granted that knowledge of reasons is necessary to prevent things from
going wrong in the future. The purpose of the FRAM is to analyze how something has been done, how
something is done, or how something could be done to represent it reliably and systematically, using a welldefined format (Hollnagel, Hounsgaard, Colligan, 2014; Kaya, Ovali, Ozturk, 2019).
Thus, the present study aimed to identify appropriate COVID 19 management processes in health care
facilities using the Functional Resonance Analysis Method. This process might be to strengthen the desired
performance of the Hospital process of COVID-19 patients.
2. Method
In this study, the working cluster is composed of 3 public and 1 private hospitals in Istanbul/Turkey. The
hospital process of COVID-19 patient was examined by applying the FRAM. All information of the hospital
process was taken with teleconference meetings which were held over 34 hours with 16 doctors (4 doctors from
each hospital) and 12 nurses (3 nurses from each hospital) during a month. The FRAM model is applied by
"FRAM Model Visualizer" to observe and analyze help to control the spreading speed of pandemic in health
facilities.
2.1. The Functional Resonance Analysis Method
The FRAM involves the four steps proposed by (Hollnagel, 2014) : Hollnagel First step is identification of the
system’s functions. Second step is identification of performance variability. Third step is aggregation of
variability. Fourth step is management of variability. In the first step, the functions of the system were identified.
Functions in the FRAM can be defined either as foreground functions or background functions. In the second
step, the variability of each function was determined. In this study, the variability of a function’s output was
defined in terms of time (too early, too late, on time or not at all) and precision (precise, acceptable, or
imprecise). In the third step, it was analysed that how system performance affects and is affected by the coupling
variability. Lastly, in the fourth step, possible ways were proposed to monitor uncontrolled performance
variability.
3. Results
In this study, the hospital processes of COVID-19 patients in Istanbul/Turkey were examined after the
announcement of the pandemic. FRAM stages were applied step by step. The functions were generated
according to the 6 aspects as input, output, precondition, resource, control and time. The aspects of a sample
function “The patient is taken into service” has 5 inputs, 2 outputs, 2 preconditions, 5 controls a done time aspect
and was described at Table 1. At the second step, the variability of each function was determined, as shown in
Table 2.
Table 1. An example of identified functions of the system
Name of the Function
F11. The patient is taken into service
Description
The patient, who comes to the hospital with the suspicion of Covid-19, is directed to
the service or intensive care unit after the necessary tests are made in the triage area.
Depending on the condition of the patient, the patient is taken to the service or
intensive care. PCR test is performed, and the result is waited for a diagnosis.
According to the result, the patient is treated. Patients whose condition worsens are
taken to the intensive care unit. The recovered patients are discharged.
Aspect
Description of Aspect
Inputs
Patient who has doubt of COVID19 comes to hospital
The doctor examines the patient
The result of the diagnosis is waited
Test result is positive
Test result is negative
Outputs
The patient is taken to intensive care unit
The patient is discharged from hospital
Preconditions
Risk degree of patient
The course of disease
Resources
The Ministry of Health and WHO instructions and standards
Treatment of the patient takes place in isolated services
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F2

F5

F6

F7

F8

F9
F10

F11

F12

F14
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F11. The patient is taken into service
All instructions and procedures are followed
The patient is taken to the units from the areas determined for the pandemic
Personal protective equipment (PPE) is clothed to all healthcare professionals and
patients
Only employee in charge can enter
Droplet isolation is applied
5-10 day

Function
Epidemic
disease begins
Patient who has
doubt
of
COVID19
comes
to
hospital
The patient is
taken to the
triage area
The
doctor
examines
the
patient
Tests are made
to the patient for
diagnosis
The result of the
diagnosis
is
waited
Test result was
positive
Test result was
negative
The patient is
taken
into
service
The patient is
taken
to
intensive care
unit
The patient is
discharged from
hospital

Table 2. Variabilities of each function
Variabi Variability
lity No
F1V1
Known virus
F1V2
Unknown virus
F2V1
Patient
comes
by
ambulance
F2V2
Patient
comes
with
a
companion
F2V3
Patient comes his/her own
F5V1
Age of patient
F5V2
Chronic diseases of the patient

Risk degree of patient is checked
Risk degree of patient is checked

F6V1
F6V2

Risk degree of patient is checked
Risk degree of patient is checked

F6V3
F7V1
F7V2
F8V1
F8V2
F9V1
F9V2
F10V1
F10V2
F11V1
F11V2
F12V1
F12V2
F14V1

Severe disease
The patient's condition
uncertain
Benign disorder
Diagnosis could be made

is

Diagnosis could not be made
The patient is in the hospital
The patient is discharged from
hospital
Severe disease
Benign disorder
Patient is monitored
The patient is discharged from
hospital
The patient responds positively
to treatment
The patient's condition goes
worst
The patient responds positively
to treatment
The patient is died
The patient remains isolated at
home for a certain period of time

F14V2

Explanation
Treatment method is known
Treatment method is unknown
Severe disease / Emergency

Risk degree of patient is checked
The test result will be determined
within 48 hours
Monitoring/making new tests
Risk degree of patient is checked
Risk degree of patient is checked
Risk degree of patient is checked
Risk degree of patient is checked
Risk degree of patient is checked
Risk degree of patient is checked
The patient is discharged from
hospital
The patient is taken to intensive
care unit
The patient is discharged from
hospital

Department of public health
regularly checks and monitors the
isolated patient
PPE use/stay away from the crowd

The patient returns to normal life
controllably
In the third step, it was examined at specific instantiations of the model to understand how the variability of
the functions may become coupled and determine whether this can lead to unexpected outcomes. For instance, as
shown in Table 3, the first function (epidemic disease begins) has 2 variabilities. The first variability is that an
unknown virus is detected. The second variability is that a known virus is detected. All these variabilities affect
function in terms of "imprecise" precision, and that's why all these variabilities directly affect declaration of a
pandemic. Another example, output of the first function (WHO announces pandemic) has four variabilities (too
early, too late, on time or not at all). All these variabilities affect the function’s output in terms of time.
In the final step, it was analyzed to manage the possible occurrences of uncontrolled performance
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variability that have been found by the preceding steps. Risk degrees of the patient and the course of disease
used in the tables are determined according to the Ministry of Health of the Turkish Republic guidance [3] and
definitions. Risk degrees of the patient used in functions are specified as high, medium and low risk. The course
of disease used in determining functions is as very heavy, heavy and low/average level.
The FRAM was used to determine potential couplings between the functions and their potential impact on
the hospital process (Fig. 1). Fourteen foreground functions are identified to analyze the hospital process of a
patient and examined after the announcement of the pandemic (Table 1). Multiple scenarios were developed with
consideration for the progress conditions of the system (Table 3).
Table 3. Scenarios that increase the risk of transmission and spread of the epidemic
Scenario
Scenario
Variability
Effect of Variability
No
Known virus
1
Epidemic disease begins
WHO announces pandemic
Unknown virus
Too early
On-time
Hospital management and
2
WHO announces pandemic
organization
Too late
Not at all
Hospital management and Ready for a pandemic scenario
3
All subsequent processes
organization
Not ready for a pandemic scenario
Patient comes by ambulance
The risk of transmission
and
4
Process of hospital arrival
Patient comes with a companion
spread of the epidemic
Patient comes his/her own
Timing
The risk of transmission
Identification process of
5
and
the patient contact chain
Precision
spread of the epidemic
The sensitivity of the
6
70 percent sensitivity
The result of the diagnosis
diagnostic test
High risk
7
Risk degrees of patient
Medium risk
Identification of diagnosis
Low risk
Very heavy level
8
The course of disease
Heavy level
Identification of diagnosis
Low / average level
FRAM model of the hospital process of COVID-19 patient was applied by FRAM Visualizer, as shown in
Figure 1. Observations, analyzes and outcomes of application have shown that there are essential critical paths
and factors in the spreading speed of pandemic in health facilities. Findings demonstrate that critical path
affecting the spreading speed of pandemic should be detected accurately and timely so that the pandemic is
announced at the right time.
Another significant factor is that health facilities and all relevant elements have to be prepared for a possible
pandemic and disaster scenario. Thus, take control of pandemic can be ensured with involved organization,
management policies and resources. For example, the announcement of a pandemic in the second scenario is
critical in the FRAM model. It directly affects all other processes and that all processes depend on the pandemic
announcement. As the pandemic cannot be implemented after the announcement of the controls, precautions and
policy time, an increase in the speed of the epidemic and cases can be observed.
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Figure 1. FRAM model of the hospital process of a patient
4. Discussion
In this study, hospital processes of COVID-19 patient in Istanbul/Turkey were investigated with FRAM to help
better understanding and controlling the spread of pandemics in health care facilities.
The FRAM try to find causes of unfavourable events because it takes for granted that knowledge of causes
is necessary to prevent things from going wrong in the future (Hollnagel, 2012). This is based on that if there is
an effect and then there must also be a cause. FRAM helps to understand a difficult and complex system like a
pandemic. It provides a better understanding and management of the process by linking all processes and
components. For instance, as shown in Table 1, the description of the first function is "Epidemic disease begins".
The output of this function is "WHO announce pandemic". Preconditions of this function are “the emergence of
a disease in which the population has not previously been exposed”, “disease-causing the disease to be
transmitted to humans and cause a dangerous disease” and “easy and continuous spread of the disease factor
among people”. The control functions are “pandemic policies and emergency scenarios begin to apply”,
“governments carry out communication, coordination and cooperation against pandemic”, “emergency and
pandemic management scenarios and organization are created”, “organization and planning of healthcare
professionals to be assigned to the pandemic (rotation, backup, emergency, etc.)”, “organize and provide
accommodation, transportation, food service for healthcare professionals”, “all employees are informed about
the pandemic” and “all employees are provided with PPE training and equipment”.
Identifying all functions and their aspects helps to understand the process of COVID-19 management in the
hospital. Thus it provides to establish the connection between the inputs and outputs of the process and to find
the necessary controls for each process.
As shown in Table 2, the performance variability of the system is identified. For instance, variabilities of
the first function are "known virus" and "unknown virus". Contrary to an unknown virus, the known virus has
treatment method. Another example, variabilities of the second function are "patient comes by ambulance",
"patient comes with a companion" or "patient comes his/her own". All these variabilities affect the spreading
speed of pandemic in health facilities. That's why it is so significant to identify the system's function, aspects and
performance variability.
Scenarios that increase the risk of transmission and spread of the epidemic is developed As shown in Table
3. For instance, WHO can announce pandemic too early, on time, too late or not at all.
As a result of FRAM visualizer application, connections and loops of all processes are demonstrated in
Figure 2. As seen from the loop, accurate and timely reporting of diseases and deaths affects the announcement
of the pandemic. Unless pandemic is announced on time, it affects the rate of spread of the epidemic. Thus the
announcement of the pandemic on time is a critical path to control the spread of the epidemic. By using FRAM,
the process of the system is examined concerning each other, and the necessary controls for the whole process
are defined. Therefore FRAM helps to enable the pandemic to be managed properly in hospitals.
5. Conclusion
Infectious diseases from animal to human have emerged and continue to spread at an increasing rate. COVID-19
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has also demonstrated how quickly modern outbreaks can become pandemics. All state policies, related
institutions and health facilities should be ready against an epidemic in the future. This study shows that the
FRAM could understand the process of hospital management to get prepared against a possible pandemic
scenario. Therefore, controlling these issues and ensuring safe conditions are mutual tasks of humanity.
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